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strong cp problem
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in addition to gauge kinetic terms + matter couplings, qcd admits 
generically O(1) parity-odd coupling*

following it through the chiral lagrangian, leads to 
coupling between neutrons and photons of form

where

*can move it into quark masses by rephasings, but it always shows up somewhere

�O = 4
natural ⇠ O(1)
no symmetry when 0, but radiative 

corrections small/proportional to value
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in addition to gauge kinetic terms + matter couplings, qcd admits 
generically O(1) parity-odd coupling*

following it through the chiral lagrangian, leads to 
coupling between neutrons and photons of form

where

Hd = �dn(N̄�N) ·E

|dn| . 3⇥ 10�26e cm ) ✓QCD . 10�10

this is just a classical electric dipole moment,

but experimental bound on neutron edm gives

apparent numerical tuning of 10 orders of magnitude!

*can move it into quark masses by rephasings, but it always shows up somewhere

�O = 4
natural ⇠ O(1)
no symmetry when 0, but radiative 

corrections small/proportional to value



massless quarks?

m ! e2i✓m

�L =
✓

32⇡2
GG̃

L � muūu+mdd̄d

but: strongly disfavored by lattice data 

dn ⇠ emumd

(mu +md)⇤2
QCD

✓QCD

– 17–

Figure 2: The allowed region (shown in white)
for up quark and down quark masses. This re-
gion was determined in part from papers report-
ing values for mu and md (data points shown)
and in part from analysis of the allowed ranges
of other mass parameters (see Fig. 3). The pa-
rameter (mu + md)/2 yields the two downward-
sloping lines, while mu/md yields the two rising
lines originating at (0,0).
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under the rephasings

could we solve the problem without new physics?

mass term picks up phase

q ! ei✓q q̄ ! ei✓ q̄

and generate a theta term due to axial anomaly

can use this freedom to move phase between quark mass & theta term

now in qcd, have light quark current masses

if (say) mu=0, then can make theta term 
unphysical by arbitrary rephasing 

no edm, viz.



axions?

Figure 17. Excluded ranges and regions of interest in terms of axion mass ma or PQ
spontaneous symmetry breaking scale fa / 1/ma. The mass range µeV to meV cor-
respond to the so called “classic region” of CDM axions and the mass range below
(larger values of fa) is the “anthropic region” of CDM axions. CAST and ADMX are
experiments that search for axions. Fig taken from [162]. See also [160].

✓ = 0. The small explicit breaking produces a tilt in the orbit of the minima,
which has then a minimum value and a non-zero curvature close to it. The
PQ symmetry therefore solves the strong CP problem by transforming the
✓ parameter into a field that has a minimum at ✓=0, simultaneously giving
a small mass to the axion, which becomes a pseudo-Goldstone boson. For
good reviews on axions with complete reference lists see [159, 160].

An initial displacement ai = fa✓i of the axion field from its minimum
will result in coherent oscillations of this field with frequency mac2/~. The
present energy density in these oscillations is [161] (recall ma ⇠ 1/fa)

⌦ah
2 = 0.195 ✓2i

✓
fa

1012 GeV

◆1.184

= 0.105 ✓2i

✓
10 µeV

ma

◆1.184

(31)

and behaves as CDM. Other types of light bosons, called “Axion-Like Par-
ticles” (ALPs), are pseudo-Goldstone bosons of other broken global sym-
metries which do not couple to QCD, and can also be good DM candidates.
They can acquire masses through their interactions with strongly-coupled
hidden sectors or explicit breaking of the associated global symmetry [162].
ALPs together with very light “hidden” gauge bosons (“dark photons”) are
generically called “Weakly Interacting Slim Particles” (WISPs) [163].

Axions can also be HDM for “large” masses ma ' eV (when produced
thermally via a coupling with pions such as a⇡⇡⇡). The CERN Axion

46

dynamically adjust θ to zero?

consider pseudoscalar a coupling to gg~

a ! a+ ↵
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rest of theory has shift symmetry

in fact, qcd vacuum energy depends on θ, E(✓) = (mu +md)e
i✓hq̄qi

freedom to arbitrarily shift θ

hai = ✓fa ) ✓̄ = 0axion vev minimizes qcd vacuum energy, with

seems arbitrary, but coupling & shift 
symmetry follow directly if axion is 
pngb of spontaneously broken U(1)

axion light (mass ~ΛQCD
2/f) 

cosmologically relevant: 
cosmological limits; dark matter?



spontaneous CPV?
what if cp (or P) is a good symmetry of the standard model, 
spontaneously broken in a controlled way (because ckm)?

✓̄ = ✓QY C � ✓QCD

✓QY C = ArgDet[YuYd]

one physical strong cp angle:

where formally the quark mass term phase is

the challenge: why is 

✓weak = ArgDet[YuYd � YdYu]
✓QY C = ArgDet[YuYd] small, but

the observed ckm phase is big?



spontaneous CPV?
what if cp (or P) is a good symmetry of the standard model, 
spontaneously broken in a controlled way (because ckm)?

✓̄ = ✓QY C � ✓QCD

✓QY C = ArgDet[YuYd]

one physical strong cp angle:

where formally the quark mass term phase is

the challenge: why is 

✓weak = ArgDet[YuYd � YdYu]
✓QY C = ArgDet[YuYd] small, but

the observed ckm phase is big?

An answer (one of several): extend sm w/ parity

SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ) SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)0L ⇥ U(1)Y

P : SU(2)L $ SU(2)0L

+ extra “mirror” copy of SM matter charged under SU(2)L’

now a new parity symmetry under which
θ odd under this parity, so zero in uv.

YuHQu+ Y 0
uH

0Q0u0 = YuHQu+ Y ⇤
uH

0Q0u0parity also requires

so that ArgDet[YuYd] + ArgDet[Y 0
uY

0
d ] = 0 but ckm phase allowed.



spontaneous cpv?
but: we don’t see the mirror quarks charged under SU(2)L’, 

so must spontaneously break SU(2)L <-> SU(2)L’ parity

via e.g. a parity-odd field ϕ that 
gets a vev and makes <H> ≠ <H’>

L � g�(|H 0|2 � |H|2) ) hH 0i ⇠ h�i � hHi

1

32⇡2

�

MPl
GG̃

h�i ⇠ hH 0i . 10�10MPl

but ϕ vev can’t be too big, because 
now we expect operators like

not reintroducing strong cp problem bounds

so first-generation mirror u,d,e fermions should be beneath 10 TeV!

L � �µuuu
0 � µddd

0 � µeee
0

u0 ! h+ u u0 ! Z + u u0 ! W + d

these fermions carry both charge and color. 
symmetries allow mixing w/ sm fermions:

mixing leads to decays such as e.g.

[D’Agnolo, hook ’15]



spontaneous cpv @ LHC

u0 ! h+ u

u0 ! Z + u

u0 ! W + d

parity solution predicts new charged/colored fermions <10 TeV w/ sm decay modes

W

d
Z

u

u

h

u0

u0

u0

u0

u0

p

p



suggestive bsm: there is data that strongly 
implies physics beyond the standard model, 

but could be accidental.

Part 2: Suggestive bsm



unification
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given measured sm gauge couplings at weak scale, can study evolution 
to higher scales with rGEs.

suggestively, the three 
appear to cross (missing 

triple intersection by 
O(10%)) around 1015 GeV. 

consistent with unification 
of SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) into 

common gauge group.

SO(10) � SU(5) � SU(3)⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1)conveniently
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unification

24 ! (8,1)0 + (1,3)0 + 1+ (3,2)�5/6 + (3̄,2)5/6 = G+W +B +X + X̄

5 ! (3,1)�1/3 � (1,2)1/2 = T +H

5̄ ! (3̄,1)1/3 � (1,2)�1/2 = d̄+ L

10 ! (3,2)1/6 � (3̄,1)�2/3 � (1,1)1 = Q+ ū+ ē

SU(5) rep ! (SU(3), SU(2))U(1)Y rep = SM field

sm matter fits tidily, but demands triplet higgs & new gauge bosons.

• beautiful idea, simpler theory in 
far uv (original “naturalness”) 

• but unification of couplings 
imperfect @ 10% level. 

• predicts yukawa unification, not in 
good agreement. 

• predicts proton decay via 
exchange of T & X

how do the pieces fit together?



unification
x exchange 
generates 
dim-6 ops

t exchange 
generates 
dim-6 ops

1

⇤2
QQQL

1

⇤2
ūūd̄ē

1

⇤2
QLū†d̄†

1

⇤2
QQū†ē†

⇤ ⇠ MGUT ⇠ 1015 GeVwith

gives proton decay via e.g. for mgut=1015 GeV, predict lifetime

Experimental limit (e.g. super-
kamiokande): τ>8*1033 years

� ⇠
m5

p

M4
GUT

⇠ 1029 years

vanilla unification excluded by data.



improving unification
1

↵GUT
=

1

↵i(mZ)
� bSM

i

2⇡
ln

✓
MGUT

mZ

◆
� �bi

2⇡
ln

✓
MGUT
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differences                       change precision of unification & value of MGUT�bi ��bj

universal            only shifts value of αGUT�bi

consider the effects of adding new fermions* at scale MΨ

*Could add scalars too, but makes much smaller change in running. 

SU(5) SU(3)⌦ SU(2)⌦U(1) n3 n̄3 n2 z name �b3 �b2 �b1

5� 5̄ 3 1 1/3 0 1 0 0 D 2/3 0 4/15

5� 5̄ 1 2 1/2 0 0 1 0 L 0 2/3 2/5

10� 10 3 1 �2/3 0 1 0 1 U 2/3 0 16/15

10� 10 1 1 �1 0 0 0 1 E 0 0 4/5

10� 10 3 2 1/6 1 0 1 0 Q 4/3 2 2/15

15� 15 3 2 1/6 = = = = Q = = =

15� 15 1 3 1 0 0 2 0 T 0 8/3 12/5

15� 15 6 1 �2/3 2 0 0 0 S 10/3 0 32/15

24 1 3 0 0 0 2 1 V 0 4/3 0

24 8 1 0 1 1 0 0 G 2 0 0

24 3 2 5/6 0 1 1 0 X 4/3 2 10/3

Table 1: The SU(3)⌦SU(2)⌦U(1) quantum numbers, the Dynkin labels for SU(3) (n3, n̄3)

and SU(2) (n2), and the index z for chiral irreducible representations of the SM group

contained in the SU(5) representations 5 � 5, 10 � 10, 15 � 15, 24. The entries in the

right-hand side give the contributions to �bi from fermions in real representations of the

SM group, equal to the previous representations when they are real (Y = 0), or adding

their conjugates when they are chiral (Y 6= 0).

multiplets contained in SU(5) representations with low dimensions: 5�5, 10�10, 15�15,

24. The quantum numbers of these states are summarized in table 1. Within each complete

SU(5) multiplet, arrows sum to zero.

Next, by summing these arrows with integer non-negative coe�cients we generate the

most generic set of points produced by arbitrary combinations of these multiplets. The

dots represent all possible combinations: we see that they form a sparse lattice, where each

point can be produced in many di↵erent ways. In particular, arbitrary combinations of the

SM representations contained in 5� 5̄ and 10 � 10 are already enough to span the whole

lattice, and nothing more is obtained by introducing the 24 or the 15� 15.

2.1 Extension to arbitrary representations

Here we show that the lattice points shown in fig. 1a describe the most general case for

fermionic matter and that no new points are added by including any other arbitrary irre-

ducible representation R. In general, the representation R can be described by the SU(3)

Dynkin label (n3, n̄3), the SU(2) Dynkin label (n2), and hypercharge Y . The Dynkin labels

count the di↵erences between the number of boxes in successive rows of the corresponding

Young tableau. So the indices n3, n̄3, and n2 are non-negative integers. The contributions

4

some representations and their shifts:

giudice, rattazzi, strumia



improving unification
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Figure 1: Left: The lattice formed by all possible values of the one-loop �-function coef-

ficients generated by any combination of fermions in real representations of the SM group

that can be embedded inside SU(5) multiplets. Thick red dots represent the contributions of

single real representations, and the arrows with names represent the simplest of such cases,

which are found inside the following SU(5) representations (see table 1): fundamental (+

conjugate) 5� 5 = L�D, antisymmetric (+ conjugate) 10� 10 = Q�U �D, symmetric

(+ conjugate) 15� 15 = Q� T � S, and adjoint 24 = 1� V �G�X. Right: The green

area shows the range of the di↵erences between the beta function coe�cients for the gauge

couplings, �b3 ��b2 and �b2 ��b1, that provide unification at a GUT scale between 1016

and 1018 GeV (red dotted lines) with intermediate scale indicated in blue (dashed lines).

The point marked as ? represents the case of low-energy supersymmetry, and its nearest

dot represents the case of split supersymmetry with new scalars at the unification scale.

successful unification of the SM gauge coupling constants at some scale MGUT in one loop

approximation:
1

↵GUT
=

1

↵i(MZ)
� bSMi

2⇡
ln

MGUT

MZ
� �bi

2⇡
ln

MGUT

M 
. (1)

Here bSMi = {41/10,�19/6,�7} and �bi are the contributions to the �-function coe�cients

due to SM particles and to new fermions associated with the axion sector, respectively.

Only the values of the di↵erences �bi ��bj are relevant for unification and for fixing

its scale, while adding a universal �bi (equal for any i) increases the value of ↵GUT. The

arrows in fig. 1a show the values of (�b3 � �b2,�b2 � �b1) corresponding to real SM

3

perfect unification

adding representations improves unification prediction and raises gut scale. 
if representations not too large, need scale to be near weak scale. 

for mgut=1016 GeV, proton lifetime at edge of current limits.

giudice, rattazzi, strumia



unification @ LHC
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right-hand side give the contributions to �bi from fermions in real representations of the

SM group, equal to the previous representations when they are real (Y = 0), or adding

their conjugates when they are chiral (Y 6= 0).

multiplets contained in SU(5) representations with low dimensions: 5�5, 10�10, 15�15,

24. The quantum numbers of these states are summarized in table 1. Within each complete

SU(5) multiplet, arrows sum to zero.

Next, by summing these arrows with integer non-negative coe�cients we generate the

most generic set of points produced by arbitrary combinations of these multiplets. The

dots represent all possible combinations: we see that they form a sparse lattice, where each

point can be produced in many di↵erent ways. In particular, arbitrary combinations of the

SM representations contained in 5� 5̄ and 10 � 10 are already enough to span the whole

lattice, and nothing more is obtained by introducing the 24 or the 15� 15.

2.1 Extension to arbitrary representations

Here we show that the lattice points shown in fig. 1a describe the most general case for

fermionic matter and that no new points are added by including any other arbitrary irre-

ducible representation R. In general, the representation R can be described by the SU(3)

Dynkin label (n3, n̄3), the SU(2) Dynkin label (n2), and hypercharge Y . The Dynkin labels

count the di↵erences between the number of boxes in successive rows of the corresponding

Young tableau. So the indices n3, n̄3, and n2 are non-negative integers. The contributions
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reps that “help” (improve precision, raise scale)
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Figure 1: Left: The lattice formed by all possible values of the one-loop �-function coef-

ficients generated by any combination of fermions in real representations of the SM group

that can be embedded inside SU(5) multiplets. Thick red dots represent the contributions of

single real representations, and the arrows with names represent the simplest of such cases,

which are found inside the following SU(5) representations (see table 1): fundamental (+

conjugate) 5� 5 = L�D, antisymmetric (+ conjugate) 10� 10 = Q�U �D, symmetric

(+ conjugate) 15� 15 = Q� T � S, and adjoint 24 = 1� V �G�X. Right: The green

area shows the range of the di↵erences between the beta function coe�cients for the gauge

couplings, �b3 ��b2 and �b2 ��b1, that provide unification at a GUT scale between 1016

and 1018 GeV (red dotted lines) with intermediate scale indicated in blue (dashed lines).

The point marked as ? represents the case of low-energy supersymmetry, and its nearest

dot represents the case of split supersymmetry with new scalars at the unification scale.

successful unification of the SM gauge coupling constants at some scale MGUT in one loop

approximation:
1

↵GUT
=

1

↵i(MZ)
� bSMi

2⇡
ln

MGUT

MZ
� �bi

2⇡
ln

MGUT

M 
. (1)

Here bSMi = {41/10,�19/6,�7} and �bi are the contributions to the �-function coe�cients

due to SM particles and to new fermions associated with the axion sector, respectively.

Only the values of the di↵erences �bi ��bj are relevant for unification and for fixing

its scale, while adding a universal �bi (equal for any i) increases the value of ↵GUT. The

arrows in fig. 1a show the values of (�b3 � �b2,�b2 � �b1) corresponding to real SM

3

same quantum #s as 
higgsinos in SUSY

same quantum #s as 
vector-like quarks in 

composite higgs 

takeaway: searches for higgsinos, vector-like quarks can be 
motivated by improved gauge coupling unification, 

where the pressure for accessible scales comes not from 
naturalness, but from logarithmic running of couplings.



baryogenesis
observe universe is primarily made of baryons, not anti-baryons,

1. initial conditions are tuned. 

2.b and b spatially separated. 

3.asymmetry is dynamical.

_

quantitatively, 

nB

n�
' nB̄

n�
'

⇣mp

T

⌘3/2
e�mp/T ! 10�18 (Tf ⇠ 20MeV)

if universe started with η=0 and baryons decoupled like wimps,

in bad disagreement! more or less three options:

deeply unsatisfying, essentially 
impossible w/ inflation

disfavored by data

⌘ ⌘ nB � nB̄

n�
⇠ 6⇥ 10�10



baryogenesis
sakharov conditions for dynamical baryon asymmetry:

1. baryon # violation (need to get net baryon # from b=0) 

2. c & CP violation (otherwise relate b,B-creating processes) 

3.departure from thermal equilibrium

_

in principle possible within sM during electroweak phase transition:

1. nonperturbative electroweak configurations (sphalerons) 

2. cp violation from ckm + domain wall breaks c 

3. if phase transition is strongly first-order

in practice, not enough of anything: CPV from ckm phase 
too small, ewpt not first order for mh=125 GeV,  



baryogenesis
some options (not exhaustive)

electroweak 
baryogenesis

affleck-dine 
baryogenesis

leptogenesis

add matter to sm to 
alter higgs potential, 
make ewpt strongly 

1st-order

e.g.

with Φ light and κ large

possible, but leads to 
deviations in higgs 

couplings (depending on 
quantum # of Φ) and 
higgs cubic coupling; 
testable w/ collider 
searches & precision 
higgs measurements.

1

⇤
(HL)2

already expect lepton 
# violation from 
neutrino masses,

posit type 1 seesaw 
(heavy rhns) w/ cpv 

couplings for condition 2

out-of-equilibrium 
decays of rhn satisfy 

condition 3

electroweak 
sphalerons process 

lepton # violation into 
baryon # violation 

(condition 1)

scalar field carrying 
baryon #, can have 

small cp and Baryon # 
violating couplings

effects can be large if 
scalar has large vev in 

early universe, then 
oscillates (e.g. flat 

potential, initially pinned 
by hubble friction)

oscillations give large 
effective baryon # 

violation that can be 
transferred to sm fields.

|�|2|H|2



Baryogenesis@LHC 1: 
electroweak baryogenesis
add matter to sm to alter higgs potential, make ewpt strongly 1st-order

e.g. with Φ light and κ large|�|2|H|2

if Φ charged/colored, an easy game: search via direct production 
at hadron colliders or look for higgs coupling deviations.
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Figure 1. The region of parameter space where a strongly first-order EWPT occurs in the

“RH stop” benchmark model. Also shown are the fractional deviations of the hgg (left panel)

and h�� (right panel) couplings from their SM values. Solid/black lines: contours of constant

EWPT strength parameter ⇠ (see Eq. (2.9)). Dashed/orange lines: contours of constant

hgg/h�� corrections. (For the case of h�� the correction is always negative, and the plots

show its absolute value.) In the shaded region, phase transition into a color-breaking vacuum

occurs before the EWPT.

statements we will make concerning the minimal experimental precision required to

conclusively probe the first-order EWPT scenarios in each model would still apply if

portions of the shaded regions turn out to be phenomenologically acceptable.

By the same token, we do not incorporate the constraint of stability (or metasta-

bility) of the standard EWSB vacuum at zero temperature, which also may play a role

for negative m2
0. In order to impose this constraint, one would have to analyze a full

two-dimensional potential in H and � directions. Such an analysis was performed in

a model with a real scalar and a Higgs, in Ref. [44]; it should be possible to generalize

it to the case of complex scalar considered here, although such a study is outside the

scope of our paper. We emphasize again that if some of the regions included in our

plots turned out to be being ruled out by this constraint, this would only strengthen

our conclusions.

For the benchmark models with colored scalar (RH stop, Exotic Triplet and Sextet),

we plot the contours of fractional deviation of the hgg and h�� couplings from their SM
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Figure 4. The region of parameter space where a strongly first-order EWPT occurs in the

“RH stau” benchmark model. Also shown are the fractional deviations of the h�� coupling

(left panel) and the e+e� ! hZ cross section (right panel) from their SM values. Solid/black

lines: contours of constant EWPT strength parameter ⇠ (see Eq. (2.9)). Dashed/orange

lines: contours of constant h��/�
hZ

corrections. (The h�� correction is always negative,

and the plot shows its absolute value.) In the shaded region, phase transition into a wrong

EM-breaking vacuum occurs before the EWPT.

Higgs factory could provide an even more sensitive probe in these models. The minimal

shift in this cross section compatible with a first-order EWPT is about 0.8% in the LH

Stau model, and 0.6% in the RH Stau model. The projected precision at ILC-500

(with a luminosity upgrade) is about 0.25%, while TLEP is projected to measure this

cross section with an impressive 0.05% accuracy. Such a measurement would provide

a definitive probe of the possibility of a first-order EWPT in these models.

Finally, if the BSM scalar responsible for the first-order EWPT is neither colored

nor electrically charged, electron-positron Higgs factories can still explore this scenario

by measuring the e+e� ! hZ cross section, and the Higgs cubic self-coupling. This is

illustrated in Fig. 6. The minimal fractional deviation in the hZ cross section compat-

ible with a first-order EWPT is about 0.6%, similar to the “stau” models above. This

can be probed at a ⇠ 2.5 sigma level at an upgraded ILC-500, and comprehensively

tested at TLEP. In contrast, the predicted deviations in the Higgs cubic self-coupling

are in the 10 � 20% range, making them di�cult to test at the proposed facilities.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing the pair-production at the LHC of (a) dark matter in stable WIMP dark
matter searches, with associated initial state radiation (ISR); (b) the analogous production of the meta-stable
WIMP triggering baryogenesis, which decays at a displaced vertex to jets, leptons, and/or missing transverse
energy.

the creation of a baryon asymmetry. The key stages of WIMP baryogenesis are summarized in Fig. 2. Since
� decays far out of equilibrium, WIMP baryogenesis automatically implies c⌧� & mm, while the reverse of
the annihilation processes responsible for freeze-out can give a portal for producing the long-lived WIMPs at
colliders.

In addition to its role as a concrete implementation of a weak-scale baryogenesis model giving rise to
displaced vertices, WIMP baryogenesis is a unique baryogenesis mechanism that naturally gives a robust
prediction for the baryon abundance around the observed value, based on a generalized “WIMP miracle”.
As a low-scale mechanism, it o↵ers a viable path for baryogenesis in scenarios where a high-scale baryon
asymmetry would be diluted [40] or washed out [38]. We can compactly estimate the present-day baryon
abundance ⌦

�B with a just few parameters: ⌦
�B = ✏CP ⌦1

� , where ✏CP is the baryon asymmetry produced
per decay, and ⌦1

� would be the � relic abundance if it were a stable WIMP. The baryon asymmetry therefore
has a WIMP-miracle-like abundance. Assuming DM is a di↵erent WIMP that is stable WIMP, this mechanism
can naturally address the similarity between the present-day DM and baryon abundances based on a shared
WIMP miracle, while intrinsically including a mechanism for generating a baryon asymmetry. There have been
several concrete implementations of WIMP baryogenesis, including in minimal, mini-split SUSY models [41],
where the bino is the meta-stable WIMP responsible for baryogenesis, as well as extended natural SUSY
models [39] and other examples [42, 43].

A review of the DV search status at LEP, the Tevatron, and earlier LHC runs can be found in [34]. Both
ATLAS and CMS have excellent tracker resolution and have recently made impressive progress on improving
DV search sensitivities in various channels3. The exclusion limits placed in the DV search channels by the LHC
analysis have surpassed any previous searches for particle masses &100 GeV for pair production, and these are
expected to improve in future runs. The LEP2 searches may have competitive sensitivity to particles within its
kinematically accessible range (below 100 GeV each for pair-produced particles), but are limited by the total
luminosity, 0.6 fb�1. Furthermore, one of the most sensitive searches, which is by ALEPH [44], requires events

3For instance, significant improvement in limits and sensitivities have been achieved in the past two years since the publication
of Ref. [34].
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Figure 2: Illustration of the key processes in WIMP baryogenesis via the out-of-equilibrium decay of a meta-
stable WIMP �. The dashed double arrow indicates the arrow of time, along which the temperature decreases.

the meta-stable WIMP abundance after freeze-out; nevertheless, T
fo

is always around the weak scale. Note
that even in the case where the proper decay length is larger than the detector scale and predominantly gives
a missing energy signature, there can still be a fraction of � decaying inside the detector. Since most DV
signatures have no irreducible SM backgrounds, unlike missing energy searches, the DV decay modes can still
be a useful search channel, even when it is not the leading mode in terms of signal rate.

We have argued that the baron parent, �, has a long lifetime. There are, however, typically other particles
in the spectrum at a comparable mass to � which can also be long-lived. When a baryon asymmetry results
from the decay of an out-of-equilibrium particle, the requisite CP asymmetry arises from the interference of tree
and loop diagrams; in particular, the physical CP phase and additional B-violating source beyond tree-level
required for baryogenesis by the Nanopoulos-Weinberg theorem [47] necessitates other states that can appear
on-shell in the loop. These states are typically also charged under the approximate Z

2

symmetry with a long
lifetime, and can also be produced at colliders. As an example, the mini-split SUSY model of [41] predicts a
long-lived wino or gluino in the spectrum that is lighter than the baryon parent, which is the bino, in order to
generate a CP asymmetry. Therefore, the out-of-equilibrium Sakharov condition predicts a variety of possible
long-lived states giving rise to displaced vertices. As further speculation, an exciting yet very challenging
next step would be to measure the CP-violating e↵ect responsible for baryogenesis directly from the charge
asymmetry in the final-state system. This would demand very high luminosity and dedicated search strategies,
and is beyond the scope of this work.

2.2 Simplified models for collider studies

The models of WIMP baryogenesis proposed to-date [39, 41–43] share some common features, such as the
long lifetime of the particle(s) responsible for baryogenesis leading to displaced vertices and/or missing energy
signatures, although they di↵er in model details. While there are many potentially interesting avenues to
pursue in building viable models of WIMP baryogenesis, the resulting LHC phenomenology is insensitive to
all but a few parameters: the production mechanisms or gauge charges of the meta-stable WIMPs, their
decay channels, and the proper lifetime set by the approximate breaking of the Z

2

symmetry. Other details
of the baryogenesis model, such as the precise CP asymmetry, appear as higher-order corrections to WIMP

5

new particle gets thermal abundance from freeze-out, like dark matter 
(Wimp Miracle → weak scale couplings & mass). 

 out-of-equilibrium decays violate CP, baryon/lepton #

couplings required for these 
processes to work imply production 

via sm and long-lived decay to sm. 
displaced vertices at colliders

[Cui, randall, shuve ’11, cui & shuve ’14]
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takeaway: no guarantee of accessible new physics, but many 
baryogesis mechanisms motivate signals at the weak scale.
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Figure 4: The 95% CL expected and observed upper limits.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing the pair-production at the LHC of (a) dark matter in stable WIMP dark
matter searches, with associated initial state radiation (ISR); (b) the analogous production of the meta-stable
WIMP triggering baryogenesis, which decays at a displaced vertex to jets, leptons, and/or missing transverse
energy.

the creation of a baryon asymmetry. The key stages of WIMP baryogenesis are summarized in Fig. 2. Since
� decays far out of equilibrium, WIMP baryogenesis automatically implies c⌧� & mm, while the reverse of
the annihilation processes responsible for freeze-out can give a portal for producing the long-lived WIMPs at
colliders.

In addition to its role as a concrete implementation of a weak-scale baryogenesis model giving rise to
displaced vertices, WIMP baryogenesis is a unique baryogenesis mechanism that naturally gives a robust
prediction for the baryon abundance around the observed value, based on a generalized “WIMP miracle”.
As a low-scale mechanism, it o↵ers a viable path for baryogenesis in scenarios where a high-scale baryon
asymmetry would be diluted [40] or washed out [38]. We can compactly estimate the present-day baryon
abundance ⌦

�B with a just few parameters: ⌦
�B = ✏CP ⌦1

� , where ✏CP is the baryon asymmetry produced
per decay, and ⌦1

� would be the � relic abundance if it were a stable WIMP. The baryon asymmetry therefore
has a WIMP-miracle-like abundance. Assuming DM is a di↵erent WIMP that is stable WIMP, this mechanism
can naturally address the similarity between the present-day DM and baryon abundances based on a shared
WIMP miracle, while intrinsically including a mechanism for generating a baryon asymmetry. There have been
several concrete implementations of WIMP baryogenesis, including in minimal, mini-split SUSY models [41],
where the bino is the meta-stable WIMP responsible for baryogenesis, as well as extended natural SUSY
models [39] and other examples [42, 43].

A review of the DV search status at LEP, the Tevatron, and earlier LHC runs can be found in [34]. Both
ATLAS and CMS have excellent tracker resolution and have recently made impressive progress on improving
DV search sensitivities in various channels3. The exclusion limits placed in the DV search channels by the LHC
analysis have surpassed any previous searches for particle masses &100 GeV for pair production, and these are
expected to improve in future runs. The LEP2 searches may have competitive sensitivity to particles within its
kinematically accessible range (below 100 GeV each for pair-produced particles), but are limited by the total
luminosity, 0.6 fb�1. Furthermore, one of the most sensitive searches, which is by ALEPH [44], requires events

3For instance, significant improvement in limits and sensitivities have been achieved in the past two years since the publication
of Ref. [34].

3

motivates various searches for 
displaced decays using, e.g., 

tracker (cms) or hcal/ecal (ATLAS)
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• the absence of evidence for supersymmetry just means one class of 
bsm signals has yet to appear (and there is a lot of room left!). 

• there is a superabundance of motivation for signals of new physics 
at colliders, both from conventional bsm drivers (the hierarchy 
problem) and from less conventional ones (strong cp problem, 
unification, baryogenesis, dark matter, neutrinos,…). 

• new solutions to these problems abound, with new signals. 

• many of these signals are only now coming into the reach of the lhc, 
and make interesting goals for future colliders.

Thank you!


